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INTRODUCTION 
The en0rmous loss of htnnan life and suffering which has been 
caused by widespread disease and pestilence staggers the imagination, 
but affords a fascinating study in system d)~amics. 
An analysis of the astronomical numbers of casualities suffer~d 
in this Nay by the htunan race makes the conseqcences of all past ~ra.rs 
seem almost trivial in comparison. One author has observed: 
... Thus in Europe in the 14th century there were some 
25 million deaths out of a population of perhaps 100 
million from the Black Death alone. In 1520 the Aztecs 
lost about half their population of 3-1/2 million from 
smallpox. The downfall of their empire in 1521 was due 
more to smallpox than to Cortes. It has been estimated 
that Russia suffered about 25 million cases of typhus in 
the years from 1918 to 1921 with a death-:rate of approx-
imately 10 percent. In the world pandemic influenza in 
1919 the total number of deaths is thought to have been 
in the region of 20 ~illion over twelve months.l 
There are mr.1.ny divergent approaches to epidemiological research such 
as clinical, biological, ecological, mathematical etc. The intent of 
this report is to provide some insight into the mathematical theory of 
epidemic.:> from a deterministic point of view. 
It has been widely accepted practice to not shaJ:-ply distinguish 
between deterministic and stochastic treatments of phenomenon. This is 
more in keeping with the modern approach which tend.s to regard d et.er.-
ministic treatments as approximately valid . in most circumstances a.nd 
1Norman Bailey, The Mathemati al Theory of Epidemics (New York; 
Hafner Publi"hing Company) 1957), p. 1. 
1 
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particularly worthwhile 1n understanding the underlying characteristics 
of epidemic processes. Deterministic models are most likely to yield 
reliable approximations when the numbers of susceptibles and infectives 
are both large. This may be true when a disease is widespread and one 
is interested ~n_studying a set of particular variables, or when an 
epidemic is started in a large community by a considerable number of 
initial cases. When dealing with large numbers of both susceptibles 
and infecti ves, .the effect of statistical fluctuations on large scale 
phenomena will be greatly reduced. On the other hand, if the group 
contains only a small number of susceptibles, then the deterministic 
type of treatment is quite unsuitable, and one is compelled to adopt 
some kind of probability model. While stochastic formulations are more 
1nathematically precise, striking features are suggested by deterministic 
models. 
CHAPTER I 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF MATHEMATICAL EPIDEMIOLOGY 
Recorded accounts of epidemic outbreaks and speculation as to 
possible causes go back at least as far as the ancient Greeks, e.g. the 
Epidemics of Hippocrates (459-377 B.C.), but genuine progress in epid-
emiology was hardly forthcoming until the 19th century. Causes of the 
slow advances in epidemiology can be attributed to the . fact that re-
quisite mathematical techniques were themselves only in process of 
development, and there were no sufficiently precise hypotheses about 
the spread of disease suitable for expression in mathematical terms. 
When a physical basis for the cause of infectious disease had been 
established in the second half of the 19th century, the stage was set 
for the development of adequate mathematical theories. 
Early attempts to quantify epidemiological statistics were made 
by Farr who effectively fitted a normal curve to smoothed quarterly data 
on deaths from smallpox. More intensive studies of the same type were 
later undertaken by Brownlee (1906) who fitted various curves to epi-
demic data on many diseases occurri~g at different times and places. 
Such techniques as curve-fitting would be useful o public health 
authorities, but have been generally abandoned because of their 
intrinsic inaccuracy. 
By the end of the 19th century the gener~l mechanism of ep1a mic 
spread, as revealed by bacteriologi cal l"esearch, and the familial'i t y 
ith epidemiological data together made develop!!:$cnts possible. Hamer 
4 
(1906) considered that the course of an epidemic must depend on the 
number of susceptibles and infected individuals, and the simple math-
ematical assumptions used by Hamer are· basic to all subsequent deter-
ministic theories. More elaborate mathematical studies of the same 
general type were later undertaken by Kermack and McKendrick (1927-
1939). A greater degree of generality was introduced, including 
variable rates of infection, recovery, etc. The most famous contribu-
tion of these scientists was the development of the celebrated "thresh-
old theorem," which states that the introduction of infectives into a 
community of susceptibles does not give rise to an epidemic outbreak if 
the density of susceptibles is below a critical value. A derivation 
and analysis of the theory will be addressed in Chapter IV. 
As epidemiological data became more extensive, the elements of 
chance and variation became ever more prominent. McKendrick (1926) was 
the first to publish a genuinely stochastic treatment of an epidemic 
process. His work entailed examples of probability distributions for 
the total number of cases in a household when infection was introduced 
from outside. This pioneering effort unfortunately did not attract 
much attention and similar models were not again investigated until 
twenty years later. 
The mathematical study of epidemics has accelerated considerably 
since World War II, probably -due to the research of diseases such as 
Malaria, which was prevelant in many war zones. While the precision of 
mathematical physics probably can not be attained in the field of epi-
demiology, the development and use of the digital computer has proven 
to offset many of the difficulties. 
CHAPTER II 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING OVERVIEW 
Four epidemic model experiments consisting of a series of 
differential equations describing the characteristics of the determin-
istic system being investigated, were simulated on a computer. The 
computer models, "EXPERl," "EXPER2," "EXPER3," and "EXPER4, '' were 
written in 360 FORTRAN IVG and were executed on an IBM. 360/65 in batch 
mode. 
Data used as input to the computer models consisted of sets of 
data cards, with each set preceded by a control card. The control card 
specified the particular epidemic model to run and the number cf data 
cards to be pTocessed by the simulator. The data cards defined the 
initial variable conditions for the particular system equations and 
were inp~t by the_particular model which was called. 
A supervisor was written to input the control cards, call the 
appropriate computer model associated with the set of data cards, and 
terminate processing when an end of file was detected. 
A FORTRA~ subroutine called "RUNGE" was 1rritten to simultan-
eously integrate the set of differential equations associated with each 
epidemic model. This subroutine utilized the well -known Runge-Kutta 
integration method of Order 4 and was called by each computer model to 
solve the corresponding differential equations, y approximation. 
Runge-Kutta methods have the advantages that they are self--starting, 
are stable, provide good accuracy and occu~y a r latively small amount 
5 
6 
of core storage. 
A FORTRAN subroutine called "YPLOT" was used to plot the output 
values of the simulators for experimental runs. This routine formated 
printer plots of up to five simultaneous data cu1~es, with automatic 
plot variable . scaling on each curve. Since a common scale for each of 
the curves was desired, the calling program to this subroutine supplied 
the upper and lower limits of each curve's plot scale. The independent 
variable for each model consisted of the time variable, T, to study the 
behavior of the epidemic model over a time dimension. The values of 
the independent values were printed in the formatted output. 
A complete listing of the computer programs and subroutines 
is provided in the attachment section. 
CHAPTER III 
EPIDEMIC MODEL INVOLVING HOMOGENEOUS MIXING 
The first epidemic model under investigation is the simpliest 
type. The assumptions are made that infection spreads by contact be-
tween members of a community, but there is not removal from circulation 
by death, recovery, or isolation. Ultimately all susceptibles will 
become infected. This model would be applicable to the sort of situa-
tion in which the disease is highly infectious but not sufficiently 
serious for cases to be withdrawn by death or isolation, and where no 
infective becomes clear of infection during the main part of the 
epidemic. 
Consider a community (size N) of susceptibles into which a 
single infective is introduced. Let X and Y denote the number of 
susceptibles and infectives, respectively, at timeT. The total 
population size at T = 0 when one infective is introduced is therefore 
X + Y = N + 1. Suppose that the whole population is subject to some 
sort of homogeneous mixing. The number of new infectives occurring in 
time dt is (IR)XYdt, where IR represents the rate of infection and the 
number of susceptibles in time dt is -(IR)XYdt. The two diffeTential 
equations describing the rate of change of susceptibles and infectives 
are as follows: 
dx/dt = -(IR)XY 
dy/ dt = + (IR) XY 
7 
(SUSCEPTIBL ;-=>) 
(INFECTIVES) 
8 
The routine "EXPERl" integrates these differential equations 
using the Runge-Kutta technique and plots the values of the dependent 
variables susceptibles (X) and infectives (Y) simultaneously using the 
nypi,QT" subroutine. The independent variable is time, T, with an inte-
gral time span-oft= 0 tot= 46 and step size of '1'. 
An alternative approach of defining the homogeneous situation is 
to integrate only the first differential equation to obtain the nwnber 
of susceptibles (X) at tin;e T. The number of infectives at time T can 
be calculated by substituting the number of susceptibles into the alge-
braic expression: 
Y = (N+l)-X . 
With the Runge-Kutta subroutine available, the system comprising two 
differential equations was arb]trarily chosen. 
The first study considers the case where all variables are kept 
constant except for the infection rate, (IR), to investigate how this 
variable effects the dynamics of the system. Two data cards are input, 
and the two sets of differential equations which have been initialized 
are integrated separately and plotted on the same graph. The initial 
values of the variables were chosen as follows: 
Ntrnber of susceptibles = 999 
Number of infectives = 1 
Infection rate ,_ .00050 i: . 00070 
Figure 1 shows the output of the simulation model with ~ varia-
tion in infection rate of values .00050 and .00070. It is obvious that 
with a higher infection rate of .00070 more susceptibles should become 
infected 1n time and more infectives generated at a faster rate. This 
observation demonstrated in the plotted output. For instance, when the 
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10 
infection rate is .00070 it takes only 16 time units before the whole 
population is infected, while it takes 22 time units when the infection 
rate is .00050 . 
The second study considers the case where ·all variables are 
maintained constant except for the initial number of susceptibles. The 
initial values of the variables were chosen as follows: 
Number of susceptibles ;:_ 999 
\ 500 
Number of infectives 
Infection rate 
= 1 
= .00090 
Figure 2 illustrates the output of this simulation run with a 
variation in the initial number of susceptibles. It is interesting, 
and somewhat naively "counter-intuitive," to note that it takes less 
time for a larger initial susceptible population to become totally 
infected, even when the infection rates are the same. For instance, 
when the initial number of susceptibles is 999 it takes only 13 time 
units before the whole population is infected, while it takes 21 time 
units when the initial number of susceptibles is 500. With a larger 
initial number of susceptibles, a greater number of susceptibles 
become: infected faster, in time, because more susceptibles are subject 
to infection. The larger magnitude of the susceptible variable X in 
the differential equations causes a faster increase of the number of 
infectives and a corresponding faster decrease of susceptibles, in 
time. 
The time scale of the differential equation 
dx/ dt = - (IR) XY 
can be changed to demonstrate . some interesting properties of the 
system. If one sets T = (IR)t, this change in time scale causes the 
SUSCEPTI-
BLE$ 
"' 
...- • - , -. tt ~ r 71"*' - - -- - - -
INITIAL NUMBER OF 
SUSCEPTIBLE$ = 999 
INFECTIVES 
INITIAL NUMBER OF 
SUSCEPTIBLE$ = SOV 
11 
,.£:1'' • 
::... \.. C C"'l - :.C G 0 t7' C ("': r-- C ('"" ~ r:. '- .::_. i._ . ;,_. L- c.,_ '-- -· ~. : 0 C (; 0 C. ,.. Cl 0 t:; C C C.: ,...... 0 C r:-. C r:' 0 r-
CCCC~UU~UO--~~~-CC~~0UC~L.~-CCcr · ~C00~~c.,_~~Uv~C~-~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0-N~~m~~OC~C~N~~~~~OC~O-N~~~~~OC~O-N~~~~~OC~C~N~~~~ 
--~-----~-~NNN~NNNNN~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
TIME > 
FIGURE 2 - VARIATION OF SUSCEPTIBLE SIZE 
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basic equation to become dimensionless so far as the infection rate is 
concerned. The equation becomes 
dx/dT = -XY = -X(n-x+l) 
where X = n, T = 0. The exact solution of the above Riccati differen-
tial equation is. 
X= n(n+l)/(n+e(n+l)-r); 
The epidemic curve which describes the rate at which new cases accrue, 
i.e., -dX/d-r, is given by 
-dX/d-r = XY = X(n-X+l) . 
Substituting the value of X, i.e., X= m(n+l)/(n+e(n+l~-r) and collecting 
terms: 
forming a common denominator, 
collecting ter~s, 
( (n+l)-r)2 n+e 
With this last equation, the behavior of the system using various 
values of n can be analyzed by plotting the curves. The independent 
variable is -r - (IR)t, while the dependent variable is the number of 
new cases which are generated. 
This curve approximates a symmetrical bell-shaped curve, and the 
critical value of the function can be calculated by taking the first 
derivative with respect to -r and setting it to zero as follows· 
using the differentiation quotient formula, 
( (n+l)T) n+e 
collecting terms, 
(n+l)T) I ( (n+l)T)4 e n+e = 0 
(2) (n_: _e(n+l)-r) ((n+e(n+l)T) n(n+l) 3e(n+l)T - 2n(n+l) 3 
(e{n+l)-r)2) I (n+e(n+lj-r)4 = 0 
cancelling the term (n+e(n+l)-r), 
(3) (( (n+l)-r) ( l)3 (n+l)-r n+e n n+ e -
( _(n+l)T)3 n+e = 0 
setting the numerator to zero and solving, 
setting T = (LOG n)l(n+l) and using the fact that eLNX =X, 
(5) (n) (n+n) n(n+1) 3 - 2n(n+l) 3n) = 0 
{6) 2 3 2 3 (n) (2n (n+l) - 2n (n+l) ) = 0 
(7) (n) COl = o 
13 
The above proves that the curve has a critical value at T = (LOG n)/(n+l); 
it can be shown that the second derivative of the function with respect 
to T at point (LOG n)l(n+l) < 0. The curve therefore attains its max-
imum at T = (LOG n)l(n+l) since the graph below the function is concave 
downward at ((LOG n)l(n+l), function ((LOG n)/(n+l)) and the graph is 
below the horizontal line drawn at ((LOG n)/(n+l), function ((LOG n)/ 
(n+l)). 
CHAPTER IV 
EPIDEMIC MODEL WITH INFECTION AND REMOVAL RATES 
A more complex epidemic model involves the removal of infect-
ives from circulation due to death or isolation. The basic structure 
of the model is similar to the one presented in Chapter III, in the 
homogeneous situation, except in this case there exists a removal rate 
in the system in addition to the infection rate. 
Suppose there exists a community of total s1ze N comprising X 
susceptibles, Y infectives in circulation, and Z individuals who are 
isolated, dead, or recovered and immune. One can readily see that 
X + Y + Z = n. Let (IR) represent the infection rate, and (RR) the 
removal rate. At incremental time dt, there are (IR)XYdt new infect-
ives and (RR)Ydt removals in the system. The three differential 
equations describing this epidemic model are as follows: 
dx/dt = -(IR)XY 
dy/dt = +(IR)XY-(RR)Y 
dz/dt = +(RR)Y 
(SUSCEPTI BLES) 
(INFECTIVES) 
(REMOVALS) 
The model is built on a few very simple assumptions. The 
"fuel" which makes it run consists of two parameters, infection and 
removal rates. The parameter (IR) is the rate of infectiveness or the 
"infection rate" of the disease. It is the number of new cases per 
susceptibles and per infection in the operation per time unit. A 
similar meaning for the removal rate (RR) is depicted. Although the 
model assumes that the infection and removal rates be constant (con-
sistent with deterministic theory), this simplification unfortunately 
14 
15 
can not always be justified in the real world. It is used only in this 
context for manageability purposes to demonstrate the deterministic 
features of the model. 
The reduction of the number of susceptibles arises from the 
creation of infe~tives, and this is represented by the differential 
equation, dx/dy = -(IR)XY. The addition to the number of immunes is a 
result of the rate of change of removals, and this is represented by 
the differential equation, dz/dt = (RR)Y. Additions to the number of 
infectives arises from withdrawals of susceptibles from the population, 
and withdrawals from the number of infectives are equal to increases in 
the number of immunes. This is represented by the differential equation, 
dy/dt = (IR)XY - (RR)Y. 
The first two differential equations could have been used to 
describe the system without the explicit variable Z in a differential 
equation and the value of Z could have been calculated from the 
expression: 
Z = (n-X-Y); 
With the Runge-Kutta subroutine available, the system comprising 
three differential equations was arbitrarily chosen. 
The routine "EXPER2" was used to integrate these three cliff-
erential equations using the "RUNGE" subroutine and the nypLQT" sub-
routine to plot the output values of the solutions. The initial values 
of the variables of a representative system were chosen as follows: 
Number of susceptibles = 990 
Number of infec.tives = 10 
Number of immune = 0 
Infection rate = 0 .. 005 
Removal rate = 0.40 
16 
Figure 3 illustrates the output of the simulation run with the 
three variables, susceptibles, infectives, and removals plotted as 
dependent variables with the independent variable time span of t = 0 
to t = 46. An initial observation of this system is that the curves 
representing ·the -variables are not symetrical as with the model pre- . 
sented in Chapter III. This is due to the fact that three variables 
are interacting, with each adding to the system dynamics of the epi-
demic. 
The susceptible curve decreases rapidly from the beginning of 
the simulation and reaches a zero level at t = 11. The infection 
curve rises gradually until reaching a peak at t = 2 and then descends 
slowly to a zero level at t = 44. The immune curve rises gradually, 
with the slope or derivative of the curve equal to zero at t = 42. 
There exists a relation between the number of infectives in 
the epidemic, the removal rate, and the size of the population which 
determines the conditions for the outbreak of an epidemic, when a very 
small number of infectives is introduced into the population. To 
illustrate this idea, assume the following conditions, when t = 0, 
(X,Y,Z) = (X,Y,O), and also let Y be particularly small. If in this 
instance, X = 990 and Y = 10, X will thus be approximately equal to n, 
or 1,000. 
It is noted, by inspection, that no epidemic can start to build 
up unless dy/dt > 0 at t = 0, for this relation expresses the rate of 
change of the number of infectives, or the slope of the infective curve. 
One can formulate the differential equations describing the rate of 
change of infectives as follows: 
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dy/dt = (IR)XY 
~lgebraically, one obtains: 
(1) (IR)XY - (RR)Y > 0 
factoring out the Y variable, 
(2) Y((IR)X - (RR)) > 0 
multiplying .both sides by 1/Y, 
(3) (~R) X - (RR) > 0 
multiplying both sides by 1/(IR), 
(4) X- (RR)/(IR) > 0 
adding (RR)/(IR) to both sides, 
( 5) X > ( RR) / (I R) 
18 
(RR)Y > 0 
It follows from (5) that unless X> (RR)/(IR) no epidemic can 
start to bu:i ld up. This is the well-known "Threshold Theorem" developed 
by Kermack and McKendrick (1927); stated in another way, the ratio of 
the removal and infection rates, i.e. (RR)/(IR), must be less than X, 
for a mere trace of infection to cause an epidemic to build up. This 
explains why it is not any isolated case of an infectious disease that 
necessarily triggers an epidemic, i.e. there is a threshold effect 
present. 
A study of this "threshold" phenomenon was perfonned by calling 
the routine "EXPER2" again, with the initial values of the parameters 
purposefully selected to demonstrate the hypothesis suggested. The 
model was run using three different sets of parameters with all of the 
variables kept constant excep~ the removal (RR) rate with values of 
4.00, 1.50, and 0.70, respectively. The initial values of the variables 
19 
were chosen as follows: 
Number of susceptibles = 990 
Number of infectives = 10 
Number of immune = 0 
Infection Rate = 0.005 
Removal rate i: 4.00 1.50 0.70 
The values of (RR)/(IR) for each of the selections of (RR) are cal-
culated as follows: 
X 
990 
990 
990 
(RBl_ 
4.00 
1.50 
0.70 
(RR) I (IR) 
800.0 
300.0 
200.0 
In each case X> (RR)/(IR), but to a progressively greater 
magnitude. If the threshold theorem holds, a simulation of these 
three cases should demonstrate a more intense epidemic as (RR)/(IR) 
is progressively decreased from 800.0 to 200.0, and as (RR) is pro-
gressively decreased from 4.00 to 0.10. 
Figures 4, 5, and 6 are the plotted output results of the 
model using the values of (RR) as 4.00, 1.50, and 0.70, respectively. 
As one Nould expect, the number of infectives developing in each 
simulatjon run differed dramatically from the previous run. For 
instance, in figure 4 the infection rate only flickered in the first 
several time units with a peak at about 10 and then approached zero 
at t = 4. In figure 5 the infection rose sharply for the first 2 time 
units, and then with a peak at about 320 approached zero level at t = 5. 
With figure ~ the infection rate rose sharply for the first 2 time units 
with a peak at about 520, and then descended rapidly to a zero level 
at t = 7. 
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SUSCEPTIBLES 
INFECTIVES 
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TIME ~ 
FIGURE 6 - THRESHOLD THEOP~ STUDY, ( = 0.7 
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While the first study of the "threshold theorem" considered 
the situation where the initial number of infectives was very small, 
one might consider the case where a considerable number of infectives 
are introduced into a population with all other hypotheses implicit 
in the. models~ Intuition would imply that · the same theory holds in 
this case with a larger initial number of infectives in the system. 
"EXPER2" was called again to integrate the three differential 
equations, with initial variable values chosen to test this hypothesis. 
The initial variable values chosen were as follows: 
Ntnnber of susceptibles = 800 
Number of infectives = 200 
Ntnnber of removals = 0 
Infection rate = .005 
Removal rate ~ = 4.0 2.0 1.5 I 
Notice that 200 inf ectives (or 25% of total population) are introduced 
at t = 0. The, values of (RR)/(IR) for each of the selections of (RR) 
are ca lculat ed as follows: 
X 
800 
800 
800 
(RR) 
4.0 
2.0 
1.5 
(RR) I (IR) 
800.0 
400.0 
300.0 
In each case X> (RR)/(IR), but again to a progressively greater mag-
nitude. As with the previous study, a simulation of these four cases 
should show a more intense epidemic as (RR)/(IR) is progressively 
decreased from 800.0 to 300.0. 
Figures 7, 8 , and 9 are the plotted output results of the model 
using the values of (RR) as 4.00, 2.0, and 1.5, respectively. As ~ight 
be expected, similar results were obtained as in the first study. For 
24 
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IMMUNE 
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TIME --7 
FIGURE 7 - THRESHOLD THEORM STUDY, (RIR). ::: 4 • 0 
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IMMUNE 
SUSCEPTIBLES 
INFECTIVES 
SUSCEPTIBLES 
/. 
C C' ' ·.: <.: 0 :·. C C 0 r- ,_ C C .:J C C --::; C C - 0 C .::: -:: C 0 C 0 0 :::- '= C Cr.. C C "':" C ~ ~ r C ..:. C C: 
o~ ~-c~~wocc~~~~~~~~ca~~~0~uG0~~--c~cu~uc~~~0L~ 
• lfl • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • c • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
c~N~~~c~~~c-N~~~~~c~c-N~~~~~oc~o-~~~~~~~~c-~~~~~ 
• ---------~~NN~N~~NN~m~m~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
TIME ;> 
FIGURE 8 - THRESHOLD THEORM STUDY, (RR) = 2.0 
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FIGURE 9 - THRESHOLD THEORM STUDY, (RR, = 1.5 
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instance, in Figure 7 the nwnber of infections did not rise at all 
initially, but started decreasing sharply at t = 1, reaching a zero 
level at t = 3. In Figure 8 the number of infectives rose to a peak 
at t = 1 of value 260 and then sharply descended until reaching a 
zero level· at - t = 3. In Figure 9 the number of infectives rose 
sharply and reached a peak at t = 1 with a value of 370 and sharply 
descended to a zero level at t = 4. 
It has been shown that an epidemic can not start to spread or 
build up unless the number of susceptibles is greater than a ratio of 
the removal and infection rates. Algebraically one can develop the 
following: 
( 1) X > ( RR) I (I R) > 0 
and multiplying both sides by (IR), 
(2) (IR) X > (RR) 
dividing both sides by X, 
(3) (IR) > (RR) I X 
Since n = X+ Y + Z and Z = 0 at t = 0, n = X+ Y. It also follows 
that n - Y = X. A summary of the above study of a large number of 
initial infectives and the above algebraic result may be expressed 
as follows: 
... When a sizable number of infectives is introduced into 
at population, the epidemic always sprea~s at le~st to . 
some extent. But if the infection rate 1s not h1gher than 
a fraction ll(n-Y) of the removal rate (Y being the number 
of infectives introduced into the population), the spread 
of the diseaie consists only of the phase of subsidence 
of the epidemic.2 
2william Holland, Data Handling in Epidemiology (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1970), p. 139. 
CHAPTER V 
EPIDEMIC MODEL WITH INFECTION, REMOVAL, NUMBER OF 
-·coNTACTS PER TIME PERIOD, AND CONTAGIOUS PERIOD 
The following epidemic model involves susceptibles, carriers 
(or infectives), and immunes as dependent variables in the system also 
over the independent variable timeT. But, instead of the previous 
generalized infection and removal rates, the variables driving the 
system are the number of "contacts" per day per carrier and the active 
"contagious" period in days. It should be noted that this system is 
equivalent to the one previously described in Chapter IV. The driving 
variables are defined from a different point of view to illustrate how 
systffins can be defined from diverse perspectives, 
In this model there exists a population of size n persons. 
There are carriers (or infectives) of a disease, individuals who have 
recovered and are immune, and individuals who are susceptibles, It will 
be assumed that when an individual is infected with the disease and is 
ill, he is a carrier of the disease for a period of time, called the 
"contagious" period. After this period of time he is immune to the 
disease. The carrier makes a certain number of contacts each day in 
which he will t ransmit the disease. 
The three differential equations describing the rate of change 
of susceptitles, carriers, and immunities for this system are as follows: 
dS/ dt = -((CONTACTS) /n) SC (SUSCEPTIBLE$) 
dC/dt = ((CONTACTS)/n)SC-(1/(PERIOD))C (CARRIERS) 
di/dt = (1/(PERIOC))(C) (IMMUNE) 
28 
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where: s = Number of Susceptibles 
c = Number of carriers (or infectives) 
I = Number immune 
CONTACTS = Number of contacts per day per carrier 
PERIOD = Active contagious period in days 
The first differential equation is described in the following manner. 
The number of contacts per day by all carriers is denoted by (CONTACT)SC. 
Of these, the fraction S/n is with persons susceptible, and the total 
number contacting the disease on a daily basis is therefore ((CONTACTS) 
CS)/n. The justification for this last expression is that it is not 
reasonable to expect that all of an infectives contacts are with 
susceptibles, and the number of contacts per day will be multiplied by 
the ratio of persons susceptible to the total population n. This is 
equal to the decrease in the number of people susceptible rate, (-dS/dt). 
The second differential equation is equal to an increase of 
carriers based upon the number of contacts per day minus the number of 
persons which become immune. The third equation defines the rate of 
change of immunities. 
The routine "EXPER4" was called to integrate these three diff-
erential equations again using the "RUNGE" subroutine to integrate and 
the subroutine "YPLOT" to plot the output values for each dependent 
variable over the independent variable, T. 
Three individual cases were simulated to demonstrate some 
interesting dynamics of each system. For the first case, the initial 
values of the variables were chosen as follows: 
Population size = 1000 
Number of susceptibles = 900 
Nwnber of carriers = 10 
Number immune = 90 
Number of contacts per day per carrier = 1 
Active contagious period in days = 14 
30 
Figure 10 shows the output of the simulation run with the three 
variables susceptibles, carriers, and immunities plotted. 
The number of susceptibles dropped rapidly from the first day 
and reached zero level at t = 11. The number of carriers rose sharply 
from the fi~~t -day to a peak of 650 at t = 8 .and gradually declined to 
a value of 20 at t = 46. The number of immunes increased relatively 
fast from the first day and reached a value of 980 at t = 46. As would 
be expected, the sum of immunities and carriers was equal to the total 
population size at t = 46, or 1000. 
For the second case the initial values of the variables were 
chosen as follows: 
Population = 1000 
Nt~ber of susceptibles = 900 
Number of carriers = 90 
Number immune = 10 
Number of contacts per day per carrier = 2 
Active contagious period in days = 3 
The number of contacts per day per carrier was increased from 
1 to 2, and the active contagious period was decreased from 14 to 3. 
Figure 11 shows the output of the simulation run with a time span of 
t = 0 to t = 46. 
As with the first case, the nu1nber of susceptibles dropped 
rapidly from the first day but reached a zero level at t = 9, rather 
than t = 11. This can be attributed to the fact that with a larger 
number of contacts per day, the number of susceptibles in time would 
decrease faster. 
The number of carriers rose sharply as with the first case but 
reached a peak of 450 at t = 4. The reason for this smaller peak from 
the first case is that the contagious period was reduced from 14 to 3 
31 
SUSCEPTIBLES 
INFECTIVES 
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FIGURE 10 - SIMULATION RUN, (PERIOD)-14 (CONTACT)-1 
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FIGURE 11 - SIMULATION RUN (PERIOD) = 3, (CONTACTS) = 2 
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days, and thus, people were becomming immune faster, even though the 
nwnber of contacts doubled from 1 to 2 per day. It would appear that 
the contagious period was relatively more important to the system 
dynamics of the problem. A zero level was reached at t = 16 as com-
pared to 20 . i _n_fecti ves at t = 46 in the first case, by the same 
reasoning. 
The number of 1mmunes rose more sharply than in the first case 
and reached a value of 840 at t = 9 rather than at t = 30, primarily 
because of the smaller contagious period of 3, rather than 14 days. 
For the third case the initial vilues of the variables were 
chosen as follows: 
Population = 1000 
Number of susceptibles = 590 
Nt~ber of carriers = 10 
Number immune = 400 
Number of contacts per day per carrier = 2 
Active contagious period in days = 3 
The carrier contacts and the active contagious period remained 
the same as with the second case, but the number of susceptibles was 
decreased from 900 to 590 and the number of immune was increased from 
10 to 400. 
Figure 12 shows the output of the simulation. The number of 
susceptibles decreased less rapidly than in the second case and reached 
a zero level at t = 18 rather than at t = 9. This can be attributed to 
the fact that the initial number of susceptibles was decreased from 900 
to 590. In the differential equation describing the rate of change of 
the number of susceptibles, the relative decrease in the number of sus-
ceptibles in time will be less because of the S variable in the 
expression, (-(CONTACTS)/n)SC. 
34 
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FIGURE 12 -· SIMULATION RUN, (PERIOD) = 3, (CONTACTS) = 2 
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The number of carriers increased Iess rapidly than in the 
second case and reached a pealf ,of 220 at t = 6, rather than at t = 4. 
This phenomenon is also due to the fact that the initial number of sus-
ceptibles decreased. The S variable in the expression ((CONTACTS)/1000) 
SC- (1/(PERIOD)-)C would cause the number of carriers to not increase 
as rapidly. 
The number of 1mmunes also rose more gradually and reached a 
value of 800 at t = 9, rather than 840 in the second case. Since the 
rate of change of the number of carriers was less than in the second 
case the rate of change of immunities would also be less. The C 
variable in the expression (1/(PERIOD))(C) would account for this diff-
erence in the rate of change. 
The final study of this type of epidemic model deals with a 
study of the effect of parameter variation on the population for the 
first individual case in Figure 10. The parameters were the number of 
contacts (CONTACTS) that the carriers make each day, and the active 
contagious period in days (PERIOD) to study the effect of a change in 
these variables on the system dynamics of the epidemic. Although this 
study of population dynamics is a discrete system, it lends itself 
nicely to a continuous type of simulation with resp'ect to time, quite 
well. 
Five sets of initial variable conditions were input and the 
respective five sets of differential equations, of three equa-cions 
each, were integrated using the "RUNGE" subroutine. Thus there were 
15 different equations involved in this study and the initial values 
of the variaoles v1ere chosen as follows: 
36 
Population = 1000 
Number of susceptibles = 900 
Number of carriers = 10 
Number immune = 90 
Nwnber of contacts per day per carrieri: 1 2 
3 
Active contagious period in days ~ = 14 _;_ 3 
The five solution ~alues encompassing the variables, suscep-
tibles, carriers, and infectives were each sorted and then plotted 
1ndividually using the "YPLOT" subroutine with a time span t = 0 to 
t = 46. Figures 13, 14, and 15 are the output results representing 
the susceptibles, carriers, and immunities, respectively. 
The parameter study points out some very interesting trends. 
First of all, it would appear that as the active contagious period 
decreases from 14 to 3 days, the susceptible population decreases more 
slowly. For instance in Figure 13 when the active contagious period 
is 14 and the number of contacts per day are 3, it takes 2 time units 
before there are 250 susceptibles left in the population, as opposed 
to 2 + a (a very small) time units when (PERIOD) is 3 and (CONTACTS) is 
3. Also when (PERIOD) is 14 and - (CONTACTS) is 1, it takes 7 time units 
before 250 susceptibles are left as opposed to 10 when (PERIOD) and 
(CONTACTS) are 3 and 1, respectively. This variable relationship is 
summarized as follows: 
(PERIOD) (CONTACTS) NO. SUSCEPTIBLES 250 AT 
14 1 t = 7 
14 3 t = 2 
7 1 t = 10 
.J 
3 3 t = 2 + a 
Secondly, as the active contagious period decreases from 14 to 
three days, the immune population increases more rapidly. For example, 
PER- ~.: 
i iOD 
== 14 
CONTACTS = 1 
PERIOD = 3 
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FIGURE 13 - SUSCEPTIBLE CURVES 
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in Figure 14 lvhen the active contagious period is 14 and the number of 
contacts per day is 1, the number of immune at t = 24 is approximately 
750, as opposed to 910 when (PERIOD) is 3. When the active contagious 
period is 14 and the number of ·'contacts per day is 3, the number of 
immune at t - =- 9 is 450, as opposed to 800 when the active contagious 
period is 3. The variable relationship is as follows: 
(PERIOD) (CONTACTS) NO. IMMUNE (t = 24) NO. IMMUNE ( t 
14 1 750 290 
14 2 BOO 410 
14 3 810 450-
3 1 910 430 
3 3 1000 910 
It will also be noted that in the cases 1n Figure 13 and 14, 
both populations change more rapidly as the carrier contacts per day 
increase. 
= 9) 
The above two observations are reflected 1n the curve represent-
ing the number of carriers in the population. In Figure 15, for instance, 
curves representing the contagious period of 14 reach much higher peaks 
d h 1 h h h h . ·d· ~ an approac a zero leve muc slower t an w en t e congat1o s per1o 1s (~ 
3 days. For instance, when the contagious period is ~ and the nun.ber of 
contacts per day is 1, at t = 19 there are 20 infectives in the system. 
But when the contagious period is 14 and the number of cvntacts per day 
is 1, at t = 19 there are approximately 340 infectives. Similar results 
are illustrated when the nwnber of contacts per day is 3. It would appear 
that when there is a lessor amount of a contagious period, fewer number 
of susceptibles are likely to acquire the disease. 
A final remark can be made about this system. In Figure 13 
for the case wher e (PERIOD) is 3 and (CONTACTS)is 1, the carrier~ 
I 
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PERIOD = 
= 14 
CONTACTS = 1 
~cc~cccocccccccococccoccorcncc ~cocccccccccccc 
cc~cccccc0C~ ~o o~~ccoccc0C~0~CL~ ~c cccoc~ccc0uc0C 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ._ • • • • • • • • • • • • • t 
c-~m~~~~ro~o-N~~~~~oc~c-N~4~~~oo~~ - ~~~D~oc~c-N~. ~~~ 
--------~~~NN~NNN~~N~"~ ~~~m~~~44~4~~~ 
TIME ~ 
FIGURE 14 - IMMUNE CURVES 
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CONTACTS = 1 
PERIOD = 14 
cccccc~ccccocccccc~c~occc0CCcccccccrcrorcccccr 
Co <.. C. C> C C. C C C C... C.:. C · C C. C 0 C C C ..._ C 0 C C. ~ c., C C C. ~ C.. C C C C • ,·,... C. C • u C C. <.. ~ 0 C. C ·····•"""·········~··········· ················· C .-. N (\"\ ...t ll" 0 I'· <D C7' C .,...... N ('0 ..;t U"'' .C f'- 0: 0' C .-I C"..i f1"1 ..;t ~ ..0 f"- a:: 0' C - C'-: t"" l ~ Lf', ~ ,._ 0: 0' C - N f1"1 ...:r ~ ..C. ~-~~--~--...-~NNN~N~N~N~~~~f1"1~~rnM~M...t4~~~~~ 
FIGURE 15 - CARRIERS CURVES 
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recover so fast that approximately 60 individuals remain in the suscep-
tible population starting at t = 21. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND THE FUTURE 
At the beginning of this report, a brief historical sketch was 
presented to provide some insight into some of the developments in the 
field of mathem~tical epidemiology. Four epidemic models were then 
developed from a mathematical point of view, simulated, and analyzed. 
A digital computer solved the differential equations defining the 
systems, using the integration algorithm. Variable curves were 
additionally plotted using a multi-variable plot routine called "YPLOT" 
with parameters chosen to test theoretical hypotheses, experimental 
investigations, and the system dynamics of the model in question. 
Heavy emphasis was placed on graphic displays in the hope that the 
notion "a picture is worth a thousand words" has merit. 
To summarize some of the salient points of this report, 
deterministic models are most likely to represent the real world when 
the numbers of susceptibl~s and infectives are both large. This may 
be true when a disease is Kidespread and one is interested in variable 
cause-effect 1--elationships, or when an epid.emic is started in a large 
community by a considerable number of initial cases. 
Although unlikely to be satisfactory in detail, the prediction 
capability implied by the "Threshold Theorem" is in bToad agreement 
with obser ation. 
It appears that deterministic theories can be extremely useful 
prc,.,i ided that one bears in mind the limitations involved. One may 
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decide to employ them as legitimate approximations in conditions where 
they are likely to be valid. Alternatively, one may use them in a 
heuristic manner in less p.ppropriate circu.mstances merely as a pre-
liminary form of analysis to suggest features worth looking for when 
one undertakes _a -more suitable, and usually mathematically more 
difficult, stochastic investigation. 
The mathematical theory of epidemics is still at a very early 
stage of its development. So far as large-scale phenomena are con-
cerned, research is urgently required in the further investigation of 
stochastic representations. Suitable analytic approximations are very 
much needed if further progress is to be made. It would be desirable 
to handle the general case with both infection and removal for a 
large number of interacting groups, such as in family groups or in a 
who 1 e corrununi t y . 
Biometrical investigation continued along strictly mathematical 
terms for any length of time without adequate checking against observed 
data or feedback appears to be quite undesirable. Thanks to the 
practical work done by epidemiologists and the theoretical context 
afforded by mathematical analysis, the form which such records should 
take is ejther already known or could be readily devised to fit special 
circumstances. Probably the best means to achieve a working synthesis 
between raw data from the field and theoretcial analysis would be a 
small team of social workers directly responsible to a group of experts 
\~i th the requisite clinical, epidemiological and mathematical knowledge. 
As an epilogue to this report, when one considers the enormous 
number and varie ty of infectious diseases that af f lict mankind, and how 
little 1nathematical work has so far been \·lith r espect to most of them 
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it is clear that there is a vast field of research available to those 
who have the interest and ability to tackle these problems. Mathemat-
ical investigations, if pursued in close co-operation with clincial 
and epidemiological research workers, could contribute enormously to 
the alleviation- and prevention of untold misery. 
APPENDIX 
A t: 
-cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c c 
C SI~ULATCR SUPERviSOR C 
C - INPLTS DATA CARDS AND CALlS C 
C APFROPRIATE MODEL C 
c c 
C (SEE CHAPTER II GF REPORT t ·-·· · · ··- · · ·--··- · C-- ·- ··-
C C 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
. c . -. . - . . .. . -. . - -. . . . .. . - .. - ···- -· 
21 
22 
23 
24 
---·2 5 -
26 
35 
READl5.35)MGO,NO 
IF fMOC.~E~Ol GO TO 22 
STOP 
GC TG (2~.24,25.26),~00 
CALL EXPERl(NG) 
GC TO 21 
CALL EXPER2(N0) 
GC TO 21 
CALL EXPER3(N0) · ·-- ·-· ---·-----·- --·--- -- ·· · --·-- - ------
GO TO 21 
CAll EXPER4(N0) 
· GO TO 21 ·--·- ·- -- · ·-- -·· ···--· · -- ·- ---- - ···-
FCRMAT(212) 
END 
. . -- . ·- ,._ -- - . -. .. 
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. ccccccccc~cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c c 
C EPIDEMIC MODEL WIT~ SUSCF.PTIBLES,INFECTIVES, C 
- C -- AND RfMGVAL RATES AS PtRAMETERSY INVOLVING G 
C A HC~OGE~ECUS MIXING SITLATION C 
c c 
C T h E S Y S T E ~1 E 0 U A T I 0 N S 0 E F I N l N G T H I S M 0 0 E L AR E C . - - - . . .. -- ---
C AS FGLLm1s: C 
c c 
--Co - OX/OT = - ·fT'R)XV · ·-. ··-- ·- CSUSCEPTiBLES) C --- - ... -.. --- ·· - -·· ... 
c c 
. C DY/OT = (IR)XV (INFECTIVES) C 
-c- _,_.___ 00 0 • • • • c ·- •o .• -. - · - ... 
C ~-H-EPE IR =INFECTION RATE C 
· c c 
• · G --- ( S E E C H A P T E R I I I 0 F R E P 0 R T t C 
c c 
ccccccccccccccccccccccctcccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
~---- SLBRCUTINE EX PERl (NO) . - --- . .. ........... - -- ·-·----- -- -- -- ----- --
· C 
c 
·----INTEGER RUNGE .. - -- . - . 0 • - ... - - 0 0 - -·--- -· - - -·· • -
DIMENSION F(5),Y{5),A(l00),B(l00),((100),Q(l001,E(l00),Z(l00) 
9 REA0(5,19)TIMAX,BETA,SUSP,FECT 
~--- - - ~ R I T E ( 6 , 2 C ) S U S P , f E C 1 , B E T A - . - --- - ·.. - ·- ..... - · -- - -
1 14 X=O 
H = 1.0 
.---·- l = . 1 - . - ---·--- . ----· --- ·- -------- .. - -·. -
~ = 2 
Y(l) = SUSP 
~--- 'Y f 2) = FE C T 
CO 12 J=l,lOO 
12 E(J) = 100 
- ( o-. ---
C· •••••• FIll PLOT ft'ATR ICES FOR THIS STEP 
c 
--15- - IF (t\G.F.r..3l - GO - TC 
IF (NO.EQ.l) GC TO 
ll(ll = Y(l) 
B(l) = Y{2) 
GO TO 17 
18 Clll = Y(l» 
--· -- 0 ( L ) = Y ( 2) 
- C-
17 Z(L) = X 
l :: l + 1 
18 -·- -.. -·--- ·--- -- - - -- - --·· - - --- ·-·- -·--·- -
18 
C •• ••• •• IF X EXCEECS TI~AX TERMINATE INTEGRAflO'N 
c 
6- --- IF ~X .L E. T I MAX) ·- GG - T C - 10 --- --------- - -·--·----- ,-- -·--·---------
A(49) = O. 
A(50) = 1000. 
8(49) = o. 
fH50) = 1000. 
CC49J = O. 
___ , ____ ((50)- 1000. 
0(49) = O~ 
0(50) = lGOO. 
IF (NO.EQ.4) GO TO 8 
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- ·-- ---- ·· IF - (NO.EQ.2l GO TO 8 
C.~Ll YPLOT (5Q,A,B,C.C,E,Z.lt 
8 f\0 = NO - 1 
· · · ·· ··· ··· · I F { N C • "' E • 0 l G 0 T C 9 
RETURN 
· C 
· C ·····- ·· -· · ·· ·•••••~•••CALL ON ThE FOURTH-ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA FUNCTIGt-.. 
c 
10 K .:: RUNGE ( N, Y , F, X , H) 
. c.- ~- -· -· - . - . ·- . . .... --- ·- -·--- --- -----·- --
c ••••• W~ENEVER K=l, COMPLTE VALuES •••••• 
c 
·· IF (K.NE.l) GC TO 15 
f(l) = -BETA*Y(l)*Y(2) 
F ( 2 ) = (BET A *Y ( 1) *Y ( 2) ) 
GO TO 10 
20 FORMAT('l','EXPER 1 '• 
1 ' S USE P= ' , F 1 0 ~ 5 ., 3 X , 1 FE C T =' , F 1 0 • 5 , 3 X~ 1 RATE= 1 , F 10 • 5) 
-- ·19 --- FORM AT ( 9 X., 4 F 10. 0) 
END 
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~ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c c 
C EPJOE~IC ~CDEL ~ITH S~~CEPTIBLES,INFECTIVES C 
C -· RAfE OF INFECTION,At\0 ~EMOVAL RATES AS C 
C PARA~ETERS C 
c c 
C · T H E S Y S T F. f' E \J lJ A T I 0 N S 0 E f I N I N G T 1- I S M 0 D E L ARE C · - · · · · · - · · -···-··· · · - · · · · -
C AS FOLLO~S: C 
c c 
·C· -- -OX /OT = -( · I~) XY - ( SUSCEPT I BL ES 1 · · · C - ·-- --··· ----· -- -- -·- ·-· 
c c 
C DY/CT = ((R)XY CINFECTIVESJ C 
c --·- -· c ·-·-··· ·-- . -- -- -·-· - ·- · 
c OZ/OT = (RR)Y (REMOVALS» I c 
c c 
C ~,HERE I R = INFECT IGt\ RATE C · · 
C RR = REMOVAL RATE C 
c c . 
-·C -·- - ( SEE C HAP T E R . I V 0 F R EP CRT I C - - · · - · · ·· · - ·-- ·- - -- -·-··· - ·· 
c c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
- - - -·-- S U B R 0 U T I N E E X P E R 2 ( N 0 ) 
c 
INTEGER RUNGE 
- -- --·- · Dif.'F~SION F{5) ,Y(5) ,tdlOQ),B( lOOJ,C(lOOt ,O(lOQ),E(lOO),Z(l00) --
9 REA0(5,19)TIMAX,SUSEP,CARIER,SiMUNE,FECT,REMOV 
14 X= 0 
H = 1.0 
l = 1 
N = 3 
·- - -··· - 'r C 1 ) = SUS E P 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
Y(2) = CARIER 
Y ( 3 ) = S I MU N E 
... 00 12 J=l ,100 
DfJ) = 100 
12 E(JJ = lC·O 
15 
•••••• Flll PLOT MATRICES FOR THIS STEP 
A(l) = Y(l) 
P.(L) = Y{2) 
CCL) = Y(3) 
Z(L) = X 
l. = L +- 1 
....... IF X EXCEEDS TI~AX TERMINATE INTEGRATION 
17 IF (X.LE.TIMAX) GO TO 10 
WRITE(6.20)SUSEP,CARIER,SI~UNE,FECT,REMOV 
A(49) = O. 
AC50) = 1000. 
- ----·· ·· B ( 4 9) = 0. 
e <so> = 100 o. 
C(49l = O. 
- - -···- -c ( 5 0 ) = 1 0 0 0 • . - . . . . . 
CALL YPL0f(50,A,B,C,G,E,Z.l) 
NO -= NO - l 
·· ·· -· - - l F ( N C. N E. 0) GO TO 9 
49 
·-·- ·--- P.ETURN 
c 
C •••••• CALL ON THE FOURTH-ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA FUNCTION ••• 
. c " -· ·--- . 
10 K = RUNGE ( N, Y, F • )C, H) 
c 
- C---- •••••• WHENEVER K=l• CCMPUTE DERIVATIVE VALUES ......... . 
c 
, IF (K . • N£-.1) GO TO 15 
-· -·-- - F ( 1 ) = - F E C T * Y ( 1 J * Y ( 2 ) · - · ·- .. __ 
F(2) = FECT*Y(l)*Y(2)-REMOV*Y(2) 
! Ff3) = REMOV*Y(2) L __ 
- GC TO 10 
I
I 20 FORMAT( 'l'. •'EXPER 2 •, 
1 ' sus E p =' 'F 10.5 • 3 X. I cAR IE R= •• F 10. 5' 3 X, 
~-I ---:11- • I M u N E= I • F l 0 0 5 • 3 X' • F E c T = I , F 10 • 5 • 3 X • I RE M ov = ' , F 10. 5 ) -
I 
I 
19 FORMATCF9.0,5Fl0.0) 
END 
...___ __ _ 
so 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc - --·-- .... -------
c c 
C EPIOE~lC MGO~l WITH POPLLATlON SIZE, C 
-C SUSCEPTIBLES.INFECTIVES,IMMUNITIES,CGNTACT C 
C RATE. A~O INCUBATICN PERIOD AS PARAMETERS C 
c c 
-C--- THE SYSTEM EQUATIO~S DEFINING THIS MODEL ARE C 
C AS FOLL01.1S: C 
c c 
C -DX/OT = -(CONTAC/POPUL)XV (SUSCEPTIBLES)' C ----· ·· --·-· - .. --·--· -·-· --.. . 
c c 
C OY/OT = lCCNTAC/POPULtXYll/PERIGO)Y C 
C (INFECT IVES) C 
c c 
c c 
C OZ/DT = (1/PERIOD)V (REMOVALS) C -·- -- - - -·- · - ·-·- · ··-
1C C 
•C WHERE CONTAC = CONTACT RATE C 
C POPUL = POPulATIO SIZE C 
C PERIOD= INCURATIC~ FERIOO C 
c c 
C --- f SEE CHAPTER V CF P.EPORT) C - ··-· -· ----·-- ·· --· 
c c 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccc£cccccccccccccccccccccc 
- - -- · -SUBRGUfi NE EXPER3 ( OJ 
c 
c 
- - - I f\ T E G E R R U G E - - -- - - -- - · - .. · -.. 
DIMENSION Fl5).Y(5,,~(1COl.BllOO).C(l00} ,OClOOi.E(lQO),Z(lOOI 
9 REA0(5.19}Tit AX,P OP l.SUSEP,CARIER,$1 ,UNE •. CONTAC.PERIOD 
14 X= 0 
H = 1.0 
l = 1 
----- N ::: 3 
• 12 
c 
c 
c -
15 
Y(lt = SUSEP 
Y(2) = CARIER 
Y(3) = SI ~ U E 
DO 12 J=l.lOO 
O(J) ::: 100 
E(Jt = 100 
•••••• FILl 
A(l) = YCl) 
Efll = Y(2) 
CCL) - Y(3) 
Ztll = X 
l . =l~· l 
PLOT MATRICES FOR TH!S STEP 
c-·---- --
c 
c 
•••••• I F X EXCEEDS TlMAX TERMINATE INTEGRATION 
---16 .. - IF (X.LE.1I~1AX) GO TC 10 
WRITE(6.20)POP~L.SUSEP.CARIER~SIMUNE,CONTAC,PERIOD 
WRITE(6,2l) 
-- - --- {l ( 49} ::: 0., 
~ { 5 0 ) = l 00 0 • 
E(49) = O. 
8(50) = 1000. 
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. -···--·- c ( 4q. == c. 
C(50) = lCOO. 
. C~LL YPLOT(5Q,A.,s,c.o,e,z,ll 
~ - - -··-- NG = NO - 1 - - - · - --· - -----··--·- ----- -- -·- --·- -- · - - · .... .. ~--
I~ (NO.NE.O) GO TO 9 
RETURN 
-G----- --· . . -· -· ·--··- --- - ---·--·-- -- - ·-·-·-- - -·- -- -·- --- ---·- ·--- ----------------
·c •••••• CALL ON THE FOURTH-ORDER RUNGE-KLTTA FUNCTION ••••••• 
c 
-, - 10--- K =· RUNGE( N., y., · F, X, HJ -· -- -··-- -- -- - - ·-· . . .. --- ---- - - ----· 
· C 
c ....... W HE N E V E R K = 1 , C 0 M P.U T E 0 E R 1 VAT I V E VAl U E S •••••••••• 
-t:C..--- -· - - ·--- - -
1 IF CK.NE •. lJ GO TO 15 
I F{l) = -(CG~TAC/PCPUL)*Y(l)*Y(2) 
L------ Ff2l = (CCNTAC/PCPUL)*Y(l)*Y(2)-(l/PERI0u)*Yl2l 
F(3) = (l/PERI00)*Y(2) 
I GO TO 10 
- 20 - FCRMAT('l', 'EXPER 3 '• ·----- ---
1 •POPUL= •, FlC.S, 3X, 1 SLSEP= 1 ,Fl0.5 ,3X ,•CARIER=' .,F 10. 5,3X, 
1 ' I ~ UN E = ' , F 1 0 • 2 , 3 X , ' C 0 ~ T A C = 1 , F 1 0 • 5 " 3 X , 1 P E R I 0 0== 1 , F 10 • 5 ) 
;---21--FORMAT { lH -- ) -- ----.-- ---·---------- - ----·--- ----
19 FCRMAT(gX,7Fl0.0) 
END 
52 
cccccccccccccccccccccrcccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
C EPlOE~IC AS IN EXPER3 BUT A VARIATION C 
,C nF PARAMF.TERS STUDY. SEVERf\L INITIAL VALUES C 
:c OF T~E VARIABLE~ WILL BE INTEGRATED BUT THE C· 
C VARIAALES SUSCEPTIBLE$, INFECTIVE$, AND C :c REMOVALS WILL EACH RE SORTED AND PLOTTED C 
C SEPARATELY TO ILL~STRATE VARYING PARAMETERS C 
:c c 
C (SEE CHAPTER V OF REPORT) C 
.c c 
ccccccr.ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 
I 
:c 
i 
I 
40 
SUBROUTINE EXPER4(N0) 
INTEGER RUNGE 
0 I MENS I 0 N F ( 5 ) , 'f ( 5) , AM AT C 5, 10 0 1 , B MAT ( 5, 1 00 , , C A-1 f\ T ( 5 t 10 0 ) 
DIMENSION lC100),A(lCO),B(l00),C(l00),0(100),E(100) 
REA0(5,72)TIMAX,POPUL,SUSEP,CARIER,StMUNE,CONTAC,PERtOO 
X : 0 
H = 1 .0 
l -= 1 
: · N = 3 
I 
c 
Yf 1 t = SUSF.P 
Y(2) = CARIER 
Y ( ~) = S T MlJ NE 
'C •••••••••FILL PLOT MATRICES FOR THIS STEP 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
42 AMAT(6-NO,L) : Yfl) 
BMAT(6-NO,L) = Yf2) 
CMAT(6-NO,l) = Y(3) 
Z(L) = X 
51 
41 
44 
43 
45 
46 
47 
l = l+l 
.~. ••oo•••IF X EXCEEDS TIMAX TERMINATE INTEGRATION 
tF (X.LE.TIMAX) GO TO 70 
NO = NO - 1 
IF (NO.NE.n) GO TO 40 
•••••••••••SORT SUSEP.CARIERS, IMUNE FOR PLOT ROUTINE 
l = 1 
DO 44 I = 1,11)0 
A(l) = "MATf191) 
DO 43 I = 1,100 
B l) = AMAT(?.,I) 
on 45 1 = 1,1on 
C ( I ) = A MAT ( 3 , I ) 
DO 46 l = 1,100 
O(J) == A"'1AT(4,1) 
DO 4 1 I = 1 ~ 1 0 0 
Efl) = AHATt5,I) 
•••••••••••PLOT SUSEP,CARIERS,IMUNE ••••• 
A(49t = O. 
A (50» - 1000. 
53 
48 
49 
50 
52 
54. 
70 
· 8(491 = Oe 
.B(501 = 1000. 
C(491 o. 
C(50t = 1000. 
D ( 49 J = 0. 
0(50) : l()t)Q. 
E(491 = o. 
Ef5()) = l'JOO. 
CALL YPLOTf50~A,B,C,O,E,Z,l) 
l = L+l - -· 
GO TO (48,48,50,54),L 
on 4q 1=1,5 
DO 49 J=l,lOfl 
AMA T ( I , J ) = B ~AT ( t , J) 
r,o TO 41 
on s 2 1 = 1, s 
on 52 J=l ,100 
A t~ A T ( I , J ) = C MA T ( I , J ) 
GO TO 41 
RETURN 
K = RU GE(~,Y,F,X,H) 
C ••••••••••WHENEVER K=l, COMPUTE DERIVATIVE VALUE ••••• 
IF (K.NE.ll GO TO 42 
FClJ = -(CONTAC/POPUL) * Y(l) * Y(2J 
Ft2) = (CONTAC/POPUL) * Y(l) * Y(2)-(l/PERIOOI*Y(l} 
Ff3) = (1/PERIODl * Y(2) 
GO TO 70 
-- 1'2 FORMAT(9X,7FlO.Ol - -----·-- - ------- - --- -- ·· - ·· -
END 
54 
55 
I 
Lo - --- ~-- FlJNCT lOt, 
c 
RU t-.i G E ( t\ , Y • F , X , H ) 
c 
c -0·-- ~ - 0--
T~E FU~CTICN RLNGE EMPLCYS THE FOURTH-ORDER RUNGE-KLTTA METHOD 
WITH PUNGE'S CCEFFICIENTS TO lNTEGqATE A SYSTEM OF N SI~ULTAN­
EOUS FlRST COER CROINARY CIFFERENTIAL ECUATICNS F(J)=CY(J)/OX, c 
OC 
0 c . ~-- --- 0 0-- . --- -
(J=l.2 ••••• ~), ACRCSS ONE STEP OF LENGTH H IN THE l~DEPEf\OENT 
VA R I A 8 L E C , S U e J E C T T 0 I N I T I A L C 0 : ·~ r) I T I 0 N S Y ( J l , L 4 = l , 2 , • • • , N ) • 
EACr F(J), THE CERI\iATIVE OF Y(J), MUST B ... COMPUTEC FOUR TIMES 
PER l~TEGRATIO~ STEP BY T~E CALLIN~ PROGRA M. T~E FL~CTIC~ MUST 
c 
c 
c - -
c 
: . 
0
• BOE C A L L E 0 F I V E 1 I ME S P E R S T E P ( P A S S ( 1 ) • • • P '\ S S { 5 ) ) S G T H A T T H E 
INCEPENCENT VARIABLE VALUE (X) AND THE SOLUTION VALLES 
c 
OC 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
(Y(l) ••• Y(N)) CAN BE UPCATED USING_ THE RU NGE-KUTTA ALGORITHM. 
--- M IS THE PASS COUNTER. RUNGE RETURNS AS ITS VALUE 1.0 TO 
SIG~AL THAT ALL DERIVATIVES (THE F(J)) BE EVALUATED OR 0.0 TO 
SIGNAL THAT ThE INTEGRATIG~ PRGCESS FOR THE CU~RENl STEP IS 
FINIS~EO. SAVEY(J) IS USED TO SAVE THE INITIAL VALUE OF Y(JJ 
AND PHl(J) IS Tt-E U\CREMENT FUNCTION FOR THE J(TH) EQUATION. 
AS WRITTEN, ~ ~AY NG LARGER THAN 50. 
-c. -· _ .... 
c 
c 
fSEE CHAPTER II GF ~EPORT) 
lt\TFG~R RUNGE - 0 ... 0 • 
OIMF.~SI O N PHI(SO), SAVEY(5Q), Y(NJ, F(N) 
DATA ~/0/ 
c----
I' = M + 1 
GO TO (192t3t4,S),M 
c - -----o-
c •••••• PASS 1 •••••••• 
c 
1 RUNGE = l 
-· ~ETURN 
C •••••• PASS 2 ••••••• 
-- 2 ° DC 2 2 J = 1 , N · 
S AV fY ( J) = V ( J ) 
PHJ(J) = f(J) 
- • -o 2 2 Y ( J ) = S A V E Y ( J ) + 0 • 5 * H * F ( J I 
)( = X + 0.5 *H 
c 
c 
c 
. ?. 
33 
R~NGE =1 
-· RETURN 
•••••• PASS 3 •• •• ••• 
00 33 J = 1, N 
P~T(J) = PHI(J) + 2.G*F(J) 
Y(J) = SAVEYlJ) + 0.5*H*F(J) 
RU NGE = 1 
RETURN 
c; - - - - •••••• P A S S 4 • • ••••• 
4 on 44 J = 1. N 
P~J(J) = PHI(J) + 2.0*F(J) 
_ .. - 4 4 · · Y ( J ) = S A \1 E Y ( J } + H * F { J ) )( = X + O.S*H 
RUNGE = 1 
· RETURN 
c 
C •••••• PASS 5 •• •• ••• 
5 00 55 J = 1, N 
c 
55 - YLH = SAVEY(J) · + (PHI(J)+ f(J))-*h/6.0 
M -= 0 
RUNGE = 0 
RETURN - · 
END 
--- -- --- -
56 
c 
c 
' c ! ~ 
,c 
lg 
!C 
. C 
' c lc 
c 
.c 
:c 
!C 
lc 
·c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
•C 
'c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE YPLOT (M.6A.RB,CC,OD,EE,ZZ,KKI 
THIS SllRRfJUTI"lE WILL PLOT UP TO 
FIVF SIMULTANEOUS DATA CUP.VES, WITH 
AUTOMATTC PLOT VARIABLE SCALING ON 
EACH cuqvE TO ACHIEVE MAXIMUM OUTPUT 
RESOLUTIO~ IN EACH INSTANCE. THE 
PLOTTER IS CALLED FROM THE CATA 
GE~ERATIO"l PROGRAM WITH A STATEMENT OF 
T~E FOLLOWING FORM: 
CALL YPLOT(NPTS,A,B,C,O,E,XtlFLAGl 
WHERE: 
NPTS = SCAL~R VARIABLE 
GIVING THE NUMBER OF POINTS 
TO Bf PLOT TEO 
A,s,c,o,E = ONE DIMENSIONAL FORTRA~ 
ARRAY OF LENGTH 1 NPTS' 
CONTAINING THE DATA POINTS TO BE PLOTTED 
X = ONE OI~ENSIONAL FORTRAN ARRAY OF LENGTH 
1 NPTS 1 CONTAtNING THE VALUES OF THE 
COMMO~ INDEPENOENT VARIABLES F~R E4CH 
OF THE fiVE Of\TA CURVES 
IFLAG = SCALAR INTEGER CONTROL VARIABLE 
(SEE CHAPTER II OF REPORT) 
DIMENSION X(lOOl 
DI~ENSTON AA(2),BBC2),CC(2),00(2J,EE(2l,ZZt21 
DATA BLtA,B,c,o,E,DCT,DASH/ 1 •,•A•,•a•,•c•,•o•,•e•,•t•,•-•/ 
FCLLOWING CARD SETS FORTRAN LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER FOR PRINTER ••• 
,t = 6 
AMIN = AACll 
A~AX = AAfl) 
BMIN = 88(1) 
er~AX-= BB(l) 
CMlN = CC{l) 
CMAX = CC ( 1) 
OMIN = 00(1) 
f)MAX = 00(1) 
E f-1 1 N = E E ( 1 ) 
E MAX = E f ( 1 ) 
on 555 N-=1, 100 
555 X(N) =BL 
on 35 t=l.M 
IF ( AA(I) - AMAX) 10,11,11 
1 l A t~ h X - A A ( I I 
10 tF fAAlt) - AMIN) 12,12,13 
12 AMIN = AA(I) 
13 IF (l.'B(l)- BMAXl 20,21,21 
21 BMAX = BB(l) 
20 IF (AB(II- RMIN) 22,22,23 
2? BMlN = BBliJ 
23 IF (CC(lJ - CMAX) 24,25,25 
25 CMAX = CC(l) 
24 IF CCCCI) - CMIN) 26,26,27 
57 
26 
27 
29 
- 28 
30 
31 
33 
CMIN = CC(I) 
JF f OO(IJ- OMAX) 28.29.29 
OMAX = 00(1) 
IF (00( [) - OM IN) 30 ,30, 31 ---- ---
0~1"1 = f)f)(l) 
IF (EEfl) - EMA~) 32,33,33 
EM.l\ X = E E {I ) 
32 iF (Eft I) - EMIN) 34,34,35 
3 4 EM I N = S E (-I ) 
35 CO~TINUE 
41 
223 
40 
AWID = AMAX - AMTN 
BWID - BMAX - RMIN 
CWIO = CMAX - CMTN 
DWIO = OMAX - O~IN 
EWID = E~AX - E~IN 
AUNIT = AwTO I 100. 
BUNIT = BWID I 100. 
(UNIT = CWIO I 1~0. 
OUNIT = D~TD I 100. 
E tJN IT = E W l 0 I 1 0 0. 
AMID= AWtD I 2. +A~ tN 
R~lD = BWID I 2. + BMIN 
CMID = CWID I 2. +CMIN 
D M I 0 ·- 0 WI 0 I 2 • + 0 M TN 
E~ID = EWJD I 2. +EMIN 
NK = 1 
DO 1000 l=l, M 
z = l 
I F ( ( l I ll)) - ( ZIt 0. ) ) 4 0 ,4-1 , 40 
DO 223 Ll = 1.100 
X ( ll I = OA SH 
X ( 1 l = DOT 
X ( 2 '5 l = DOT 
X(50) =DOT 
X ( 75) = DOT · 
X(lOOI = DOT 
If tA\ HJ IT) Q0,93~90 
90 KA = ( AA(Ll - AMIN) I AUNIT 
IF (Kfd 91,91992 
91 t<A = l 
92 X(KA) = A 
93 IF (£1UNITl 94,97,94 
94 1-'.B = OH\C L I - BP-11 N) I BUNI T - -.. - -
IF (K8i 9S,q5t96 
qs KF\ = 1 
96 X(K8) = 8 
97 TF fCU NiT) qo,lOl.98 
9 B I< C = t C C ( l ) - C ~~ I N ) I C UN I T 
99 
1 0'1 
1 ') 1 
102 
10 3 
104 
105 
106 
tF (KC) G9,9q,100 
KC = 1 
X ( KC) = C 
JF (OUNIT) 1~2.105,102 
KO = (l)(l(LI - OMl N) I DIJNIT 
IF {KO) 103tol03.104 
KD = 1 
X(K Dl = 0 
JF : EUN! T)l06tl09.106 
K E ~ f. [ E ~ l ) - c M T N i I E UN I T 
58 
·tf (KEJ 1C7.107, lOR 
107 KE = 1 
10 B X ( K E ) = E 
10q IF CNK -1) 15l,t52,151 
152 WRITE (J,lll) AUNIT, BUNIT, CUNIT~ DUNIT, EUNIT, 
1 AMIN,AMIO,AMAX, 
2 AMI N. At~ tn, BMhX, 
3 C M I N , C f·H 0, C ~" A X, 
4 OMI~, OMIO, OM~X, 
'5 EMIN, EMID, EMAX 
111 FORMAT('1' ,•EACH UNIT ON THEY -AXIS = 1 , 
1 F 1 0 • 5 , 1 F 0 R E Q • A , 1 , 3 X , F 10 • 5 , 1 FOR E Q • 6 , 1 , 3 X t 
1 Fl0.59' FOR EO. C , 1 t3X,/,T3l,Fl0.5,• FOR EQ. 0 1 t3Xt 
1 Fl0.5.' FCIR EO. E I' 
25(/,F15.5,T45,F20.5,l95,F20.5J, 
3/. T1 0 t I .... 'T 59 '. +' 'T 1 0 q'. +' 'I' Tl 0' 100 '.-') I .. 
151 IF (KK) 155, 156, 155 
156 WRITE (J,116) L,(X(~M),MM=1t100) 
116 FOR~\.~T (lX, T6, 14, lf'lOAlJ 
GO TfJ 77 
155 WRJTE(J,ll7) ZZ(L),(X(MMJ,MM=l9100) 
117 FOr{ ~ AT ClX, F8.2,10 0~1) 
77 IF C (l/10) - (Z/10.) J 45,46,45 
46 no 47 KL = 1,1n~ 
47 X(Kl) ~ Bl 
45 IFCNK- 50) 153,154,154 
154 NK = I) 
153 
400 
401 
40 2 
403 
4(}4 
40 5 
406 
40 7 
408 
1000 
NK = NK + 1 
IF ( AUN IT) 
X(KA) = Rl 
IF ( BUNt T l 
X ( KB) = R l 
IF (CUNlT) 
XtKC) = Bl 
1 F (DU N IT ) 
X(KO) = BL 
IF ( EUN IT J 
X(KEI = BL 
CO NliNUE 
RETURN 
END 
400,401,4">0 
402,403,402 
404,405,404 
406,407,406 
408,1000,408 
59 
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